
Bet Direct by FTS – Prospectus 

 

Introduction 

 

Bet Direct is an automated betting service which enables a user to have bets placed automatically through the users 

Betfair account without any input form themselves except for initial set up and inputting stakes. 

 

The selections are uploaded to a secure webserver. A clients bot then reads this webserver and places bets through the 

Gruss Betting Assistant interface using Betfair at the client’s desired stakes. 

Initially Bet Direct will operate 3 Horse Laying Services, 3 Horse Backing Services, Pre Match Football Bets and In-Play 

Football bets. 

The breakdown of the services is as follows 

Rock Solid Lays - A laying service that lays only short price horses generally favourites. Average yearly profit since 2012 

is 48.78 points per year. Named Rock Solid as that is what it is, a slow steady burner, suitable for larger stakes as 

exposure is low, liquidity is plentiful as average price is 2.68 – SELECTIONS INCLUDED FOR 365 DAYS IN LICENSE COST 

Super Lays – A targeted laying service across UK and Irish races with a maximum of 2-3 selections a day. Max Price is set 

at 7.0. Average profit last 18 months 8.6 points per month. – SUBSCRIPTION BASED SERVICE AT £39 Per Month 

Triple 1 Lays – The Rolls Royce of FTS and Ian’s personal laying system. This service cannot be operated manually. Triple 

1 is a strategy based on market movements and has generated over 700 points profit to 1 point lay stakes since June 

2012. Max Price is 9.0 and this service can have volatile runs and swings of 30-40 points but will always profit. – 

SELECTIONS INCLUDED FOR 365 DAYS IN LICENSE COST. 

Bet Direct Backs – A backing service across all codes of racing. Bets submitted 20 seconds before the off on Betfair. Over 

400 points profit since 2013 an average of over 120 points per year and regular winners. Long losing runs are not 

expected. Average price 6.8. – SUBSCRIPTION BASED SERVICE AT £39 Per Month 

All Weather Backs – an All Weather racing specific race targeting certain courses and class of races. A ratings based 

service with solid returns of over 400 points since June 2012. No price filters this service can go on volatile runs but 

profit figures compared to bet numbers are excellent.  - SUBSCRIPTION BASED SERVICE AT £39 Per Month 

HS Backs – Another of Ian’s personal betting systems. This service has a maximum price of 8.0 and is 100 points ahead 

already in 2016. Because it is backing horses at the top end of the market generally 3rd/4th favourites losing runs are 

short. Over 800 points profit since Jan 2013 shows the consistency of this service. - SUBSCRIPTION BASED SERVICE AT 

£39 Per Month 

Football Pre Match Bets – A vast range of bets that are impossible to share on any standard service as often market 

conditions and the all important price factor will be the deciding factor in whether a bet is placed or not. Covering 

numerous markets across 20 leagues assured steady profits are the outcome for this service. -SELECTIONS INCLUDED 

FOR 365 DAYS IN LICENSE COST 

 

Football In-Play Bets – Pre advised in play advice is slowly becoming a thing of the past as is the need to sit in all day to 

watch a screen and end up with no profit. FTS operates the bets in play algorithms to pick trading/betting spots in play. 

This advice is impossible to share but Bet Direct makes it possible. When I make a move in a market you do to. 20 



leagues, numerous markets and only the best spots picked. Bet Direct In-Play takes the trading of football to a new level. 

SUBSCRIPTION BASED SERVICE AT £59 Per Month 

 

NOTES – The below is imperative to understand before even thinking of signing up to Bet Direct 

 

You MUST have an active Gruss Betting Assistant Subscription -  http://www.gruss-software.co.uk 

This costs currently £6 per month, FTS is not responsible for any price increase for this 3rd party software application 

 

Your Bot must be on at all times. Bets will be submitted at numerous times through the day. The client bot must be live 

to receive the information and place the bets. The recommendation is to use a VPS which in essence is a computer 

hosted elsewhere that is running 24/7. They are secure you simply login using your details and use it as you would any 

windows computer. We can set this up for you and the cost to run the VPS is £20 per month. As well as running Bet 

Direct you are of course free to then use this VPS for anything you wish. 

 

Licenses 

Bet Direct operates on a specific, individual license key per user. A license runs for 365 days. 

There are only 30 licenses available. We may release more licenses at a later date. We need to monitor support levels 

and effects on the market before any further licenses will be made available. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.gruss-software.co.uk/


What You Actually Get 

When you have paid your license fee you gain access to THREE Client bots 

Bet Direct Horse Lays 

 

Bet Direct Horse Backs 

 

 



Bet Direct Football 

 

 

These client bots need to sit open on your computer/VPs and once started they run 24/7. You input your desired stakes 

for each system using the options tab. Your personal license goes in the license box next to system you subscribe to and 

you simply enter your intended stakes for each system. 

 

 



 

Once your license and stakes are entered (You need to have Gruss software running also) you simply press start. 

 

As bets are uploaded from FTS your bot reads them and if they meet qualifying system criteria they are placed. The grey 

space in the client bot will populate as racing proceeds through the day and you can check to see if bets have been 

placed or if there were no qualifying selections. 

 

 

 

 

That is all there is to it. 

With your license you receive 365 days selections for Triple 1 Lays, Rock Solid Lays and Pre Match Football. 

The licenses and services are 365 days as people always join a service and leave it after a bad month which is not ever 

going to lead to success. Once your bot is active you just let it run and I want 30 people who let it run for 365 days a 

year. 

 

The subscription services are then purely optional and will have monthly options as I am aware people cannot lay out 

thousands of pounds in one go for services. The free services enable you to build a profit and then add services over 

time. It is a marathon not a sprint. 

 I stress though if taking a monthly subscription with the intention of just using one month to see how it goes is a 

completely pointless sexercise these services are all proven over 42 months plus, not everyone has won every month so 

you can just as easily pick a losing month it is no way to judge anything yet still how most punters decide their gambling. 

 

Cost 

A 365 day license to include all 3 Bet Direct Client Bots and 365 days of selections for Rock Solid Lays, Triple 1 Lays and 

Pre Match Football is £499. 

 

If you wish to go ahead and join Bet Direct then please contact me via email entitled BET DIRECT to ian@ftsincome.co.uk 

Once 30 spots are filled you will be placed on a waiting list. We will review the spaces available once we are happy 

everything is stable, clients are obtaining the prices and we can maintain support. 

mailto:ian@ftsincome.co.uk


 

I re iterate 

YOU MUST HAVE A GRUSS SUBSCRIPTION 

 

YOUR COMPUTER MUST BE ON AT ALL TIMES WITH BOTS RUNNING SO I HIGHLY RECOMMEND A VPS.  

I am happy to set a VPS up for you and install the software for you. The VPS cost is what I pay them which is around 

£20 per month for a safe, powerful VPS that does all you need it to do. You can access it form any internet connection 

in the world, and use it just as you would your own computer safe in the knowledge it is running 24/7 

 

 

I stress I will not grant a license to people who have a history of joining services 

and leaving after a month. As a gambler this is a serious product over 2 years in 

the making and people need to grow up and realise that this game is about doing 

it properly not jumping around. There are no exceptions. Each year this will be a 

new commitment to profit. The information is the best there is and will be 

looked at over long periods not on people’s whims. 

 

IMPORTANT 

 

IF you wish to proceed with a license please email me at ian@ftsincome.co.uk from 12.00 PM onwards on THURSDAY 

7th APRIL (PLEASE ALSO INCLUDE IF YOU WISH ME TO SET UP A VPS AT an ADDITIONAL £20 Per Month). Emails before 

7th April will not be looked at. I will operate on a first come first served basis. Once 30 licenses are granted then the 

remaining applicants will go on a waiting list in order. 

 

Those granted a license I will email you from the evening of the 7th April through to 12th April so please be patient as 

we want to make sure everyone is set correctly. 

If you wish to join any of the additional monthly subscription services we can discuss and sort after your client bot is 

set up and running. 

There are no refunds for Bet Direct 

Selections for all services posted to client bots will commence on Monday 18th April 
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